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Blackfire4 UV LED 92mm
Fan Sleeved - Blue

Special Price

$5.95 was

$10.95

Product Images

Short Description

Product Details:
The fastest way to get infected with our UV-active� fever. These Blackfire4 fans have 4 built-in UV LEDs to
light themselves up with UV. Everyone has one or two LED fans - it's time for you to get different and get UV-
active�. 4x UV LED for 4x the UV power.

The Blackfire4 are UV-active� clear fans. The vibrant clear colors look great in normal lighting. Once turned
on, the 4x built-in UV LEDs provide the UV lighting for the fan to glow - an intriguing vibrant luminous effect. A
great addition to side window blowholes, or top / front blowholes.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Lighting for PC is no longer just sticking in a CCFL light. Do take time to plan the various aspects of lighgting
such as ambient light for general background, directional & angular lighting, highlight spots etc. AC Ryan
provides a range of lighting TWIN CCFL, Tornado2 CCFL Fans, LaserLEDs, XNEON cables. Combining a CCFL
light tube and a Tornado2 can give you interesting results - eg. Blue CCFL light tube at the bottom of the
casing providing a bottom up ambient lighting and a Tornado2 Green at the top blowhole providing circular
top-down spot light. Add Blackfire4 for that highlight effect.

Cables come pre-sleeved with color matching UV FlexSleeve� !

Description

Product Details:
The fastest way to get infected with our UV-active� fever. These Blackfire4 fans have 4 built-in UV LEDs to
light themselves up with UV. Everyone has one or two LED fans - it's time for you to get different and get UV-
active�. 4x UV LED for 4x the UV power.

The Blackfire4 are UV-active� clear fans. The vibrant clear colors look great in normal lighting. Once turned
on, the 4x built-in UV LEDs provide the UV lighting for the fan to glow - an intriguing vibrant luminous effect. A
great addition to side window blowholes, or top / front blowholes.

Lighting for PC is no longer just sticking in a CCFL light. Do take time to plan the various aspects of lighgting
such as ambient light for general background, directional & angular lighting, highlight spots etc. AC Ryan
provides a range of lighting TWIN CCFL, Tornado2 CCFL Fans, LaserLEDs, XNEON cables. Combining a CCFL
light tube and a Tornado2 can give you interesting results - eg. Blue CCFL light tube at the bottom of the
casing providing a bottom up ambient lighting and a Tornado2 Green at the top blowhole providing circular
top-down spot light. Add Blackfire4 for that highlight effect.

Cables come pre-sleeved with color matching UV FlexSleeve� !

Features

LED light specifications:

4x ultrabright UV LED
Luminous intensity : 4x 2000mcd
Power consumption : 0.32W
Powered via fan power

Package contains:

92mm Clear UV-active� fan with 4x UV LED light, 3pin fan power connector
with 3pin to 4pin Molex connector (with Molex pass through)
Fan mounting screws

Size & Colors:

available in 9 UVactive colors & 3 sizes
80mm / 92mm / 120mm
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UVblue / UVblue-green / UVblue-orange
UVgreen / UVgreen-blue / UVgreen-orange
UVorange / UVorange-blue / UVorange-green

 

Specifications

Fan specifications:

Clear Acrylic with UV-active�
80x80x25mm / 92x92x25mm / 120x120x25mm ball-bearing
Powered via 3pin fan connector or 4pin Molex power connector (both included)

 80mm 92mm 120mm

Low power consumption: 1.3W 1.9W 2.8W

Fan speed (RPM) 2500 2500 2500

Noise level (dB) 22.18 25.24 28.95

Airflow (CFM) 32.37 43.40 77.70
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Additional Information

Brand AC Ryan

SKU ACR-BF8850-D

Weight 0.5000

Color Blue

Fan Dimensions 92mm

Fan Width 25mm

Fan Connection 3-Pin

Fan RPM 2500

Fan CFM 43

Fan Noise (dB) 25

LED Color UV (Purple)

Special Price $5.95


